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The Type 2200 SCADA Node RTU is a Remote Telemetry Unit designed for
integration into an industrialloilfield SCAD A system. The unit is based on a 80C52
industrial microcontroller. The system uses a Intel 80C52 CPU board and a TEST
Inc. designed and manufactured system support board. The RTU handles the usual
status and analog inputs, and has limited local processing capability via 8 opto
isolated control outputs and two 15V or 4~20ma analog outputs.
The CPU
handles all communications and command processing tasks as a subset of the
standard TEST SCAD A systern. This provides a low cost alternative to the largtlf
TYPE 1200 RTU for locations not requiring local processing and display capability.
Applications include stand~alone remote operation as well as distributed
processing applications within a single facility. The unit can operate on a wide
variety of communications modes for short on long distance network operation in a
SCAOA or Distributed Control System application.
The unit normally communicates with TEST's SCADA software in a manner
similar to the larger Type 1000 or 1200 RTU, and uses the same communications
protocol (TSP). The cOlllmands proeessed by the Type 2200 RTU form a subset
of the commands belonging to the larger TEST Inc. SCADA systems. With the
Type 2200, all functions are controlled by the Host computer, The RTU serves to
exeeute the commands from the host, and to interfaee with the field devic('!s at the
remote location.
The Type 2200 does not have call-out capability, and all
communications sessions will originate from the Host.
A MODGUS version of the Type 2200 RTU allows connection to older
SCADA systems llsing that limited protocol. The unit appears as a standard
MODICON PLe with 8 inputs, 8 coils, 8 input registers, and 2 holding registers.
An additional 8 holding registers are used to access the built-in timers that control
the 8 status outputs.
This SCADA softwaro system allows a host computer to call up an RTU and
download information, and for the Host to control outputs at the RTU. The Type
2200 is a very low power design with typical total system requirements ()f 3
watts. Power requirements are kept 10 a minimum allowing operation with a small
solar power system.
The communications system uses standard ASCII serial ports Any type of
phone, 2 way radio, or direct link can be used as the link between the RTU and
HOST computer in point~to~point systems. MLllti~drop systems can use any simple
modem or direct wire link applicable to that type of system. The transmission
speed is limited by the communications system, although 1200 baud is adequate
tor most installation.

Z'~~JlI!l.I:!ABD.wABE

DESIG N .

2. 1 ~ BASIC COMPONENTS
The standard TYPE 2200 RTU is packaged In a singlo enclosure consisting of
the following components:
1.

Intel 80C52 CPU with serial and parallel ports, Digital and Analog 110, and
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1.6 second watchdog timer.
2.

TEST Inc. TYPE 2200 System Support board with DCfDC converters, field
termination points, setup switches, opto~isolators, serial port connector,
reset button.

3.

Hayes compatible modem, Packet Radio Controller, MultiDrop modem, or
other standard serial communications device. Direct wire via RS~232 is
built~into the support board.

4.

NEMA 4X Fiberglass enclosure, 12" x 20" x 8" (typical)

2.2 RTU CHANNEL TYPES
The Type 2200 supports 5 different channel types. These are essentially the
same as those on the larger TYPE 1200 RTU, with a few restrictions. The types of
channels and the maximum number available are listed below:
CHANNEL TYPE
STATUS INPUT
STATUS OUTPUT
TIMER
ANALOG INPUT
ANALOG OUTPUT

.MAX NO.
8
8 (7 plus communications control)

8
8
2

The S7ATUS INPUTS are simple off-on type signals that can be read by the
FlTU and transmitted to the host as either a 0 or 1. Normally. these are used to
detect the status of a piece of equipment (oft or on!. or the status of an alarm
condition (active or inactive).

STATUS OUTPUTS are off-on control signals that can be manipulated by the
RTU under command from the Host computer system. The outputs on the TYPE
2200 are energized for short periods to perform the desired action, If a constantly
energized output is needed (as in a Hurricane Timer), a separate latching relay can
be provided. Each output has an associated timer as described below.
TIMERS are simple down counters that can be set to any number of
seconds. The timers start with the preset count, and begin counting down to zero.
The only application of these timers is to control output channels, which will be
pulsed on tor the number of seconds that the timer is running. When the timer is
at 0, the output is off. When the timer is non~zero, the associated output is on.
Each timer controls an output with the same number. So, T1 controls 01, T5
controls 05, and so on. However, if an output is turned directly on (without the
use of the timer), then the timer will not control the output until it makes a 1 to 0
transition.
ANALOG INPUTS are 12 bit precision, single ended values that represent a
value between 0 and ± 5 VDC. The TYPE 2200 software scales up the 12 bits to
the signed 16 bit representation used in the SCADA software, so that a SCAN
from the TYPE 2200 looks exactly like a scan from a TYPE '1200. The restriction
here is that the scan must be done in RAW mode, where the RTU returns the AID
conversion value directly.
On the larger RTU, an engineering units option is
available that converts the raw number into a scaled, final value. The TYPE 2200
does not have this capability, so the conversion to engineering units must be done
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at the Host computer after it receives the raw data from the TYPE 2200.

ANALOG OUTPUTS The analog outputs are 0·5VDC and can be converted
to any other standard output such as 4-20ma by a simple loop isolator. The value
for the analog output is derived from a PID channel on a standard TEST Inc. RTU or
Host computer and downloaded to the Type 2200. The Type 2200 does not
manipulate the analog output in any way other than sending the downloaded value
out of the two available ports. Any PID or other calculation must be done on
another system connected to the SCADA Node.

3 3. 1

TY~E.2200

RTU COMPONENTS

CPU/I/O CONTROLLER

This board contains the 80C52-BASIC
EPROM, 8K bytes of RAM, a serial port, and an
The board also contains 8 opto-isolated inputs, 8
2 12-bit Analog Outputs. The single board also
converters for the analog/digital converter.

microprocessor, 321< bytes of
8255 PIA chip for parallel data.
12-bit analog input channels, and
contains a small isolated DC/DC

Although the CPU card uses an Intel 80C52 processor which contains a
built-in BASIC interpreter, the TEST software uses the chip as if it were a plain
8031 or 8051 and runs a complex compiled program from non·volatile memory.

3.2

TEST Illc. TYPE 2200 SYSTEM SUPPORT BOARD

The Intel microcontroller board mates with the TEST Inc. Type 2200 System
Support Board which provides all I/O terminations and power supply functions.
The two boards form a complete RTU that does not need any external devices
other than a modern if required.
The jumper settings for ttle CPU board are as follows:
JlL!YIPER
JPl
JP2
JP3
JP4
JP5
JP6
JP7
JP8
JP9
JP10
JP11
JP12
JP13
.)P14
JP15
JP16
JP17

!;lELECTION
PURPOSE
IN
Select Compiled Program Operation
2-3
Watchdog Source on CPU pin T1
None
Aux reset source
23
Ram size 81<
'·2
ROM size 32K
1-2
No battery backup required
U11 1-2, 2-3, 4-5, 6-7 ROM in lower 32K
U108-9
RAM in 32AOl<
A/D Osc for Single Ended AID
5-6
56
0 to + 5VDC Analog Input
5-6
0 to + 5VDC Analog Output
None
Clock interrupt source
1-2
ULN2803A Output Driver
1-2
ULN2803A Output Driver
1-2
ULN2803A Output Driver
None
Builtin
Analog Gnd to Digital Gnd
IN
Single Ended A/D
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3.3

SYSTEM SETUP

The System Support board has 2 DIP switches that are labeled SW1 and
SW2. These switches are used to setup the specific configuration of an RTU.
Setting A switch to "ON" represents a logical ",", while setting it "OFF" represents
a logical "0". The following diagram shows the functions of these switches:

Type 2200 RTU • SCADA NODE
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When setting the DIP switches, each switch can be set to either On or Off.
The On and Off settings are Interpreted by the RTU computer as a 1 and a 0,
respectively. By using binary notation, where a pattern of O's and 1 's are used to
represent a unique number, a group of switches can be used to represent a single
number other than 0 and 1. For example, the RTU ID is determined by a group of
5 switches. With 5 switches, each of which can represent a 0 or a 1, it is possible
to create 32 unique bit patterns of O's and 1 's. Therefore, an RTU can contain an
RTU ID in the range 0 ~ 31.
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On single node or point~to'point systems, Switch 6 of SWl is used to
configure the RTU for pllone or radio communications. Switcll SW1 ~6 is off for
phone, on for radio. If using a phone, switches 1A of SW2 are used to determine
the number of rings that the modem will wait before answering. If using a Packet
controller, switches 14 of SW2 are used to determine the key·up delay for the
PRC.
For PRC communications, this setting represents multiples of 100
milliseconds, Therefore, to set the key~up delay to 300 milliseconds, set switches
1 & 2 of SW2 to On and switches 3 & 4 of SW2 to Off.
Switches 1·5 of SWl must be set to determine tile RTU ID number in
situations wllere a radio is being used. Tile RTU 10 is used to sot ttlEl RTU's call
sign. The RTU cali sign consists of the prefix "RTU" followed by the 10 number.
So, if switches 15 of SWl represent the number 3, the RTU's call sign would be
"RTU3". This is the call sign used by the host computer to call up the RTU.
Switches 7 and 8 of SW1 are used to set the baud rate of the modern or
PRC. The diagram above shows the settings for different baud rates.

3.4 ANALOG TO DIGITAL CONVERTER
This '1 2·bit analog~to~digital converter board provides the ability to monitor 8
single ended (0 to :I: 5 volts) analog signals in unipolar operation. When an analog
channel is read, the Type 2200 calculates a 12~bjt number in the range plus and
minus 0·-4095. However, the RTU program convorts the 12~bit number into a
16~bit number in the range ±O~32760. The 16~bit number is the number returned
to tile host computer when an analog channel is scanned.
The A/D converter is located on the CPU board. All scaling resistors and
field termination points are located on the Type 2200 Support Board, This board
also has an optional loop power supply to provide power to field transmitters.

4. 1

POWER SUPPLIES

A number of regulated DC voltages are required in order for tile Typo 2200
SCADA system to operate properly. These are all derived internally by various Iligh
efficiency power supplies that allow tile entire unit to operate from a single DC
supply. Normally, the power supply is 12VDC from a battery backup, althougll tho
unit can be configured to operate up to 30VDC. All other voltages, including
isolated loop and switch voltages, are generated by on~board DC/DC converters.
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.!;i~.kQMIV!.!LN!J;ATIQNS

DEVICES

5. 1 BASIC RTU COMMUNICATIONS
The Type 2200 RTU requires the use of some type of communications
system to send data trom the RTU to the host computer. The serial port on the
CPU card is used for all communications in and out of the RTU. The Type 2200
can use either telephone or radio communications on a "dial up" basis to minimize
Gonnect time and its associated costs. A 10Gai connection to a small PC and
Gommlmications program Gan also be used for local operation.
A modem will normally be used to connect the Type 2200 to a long distance
communications line or network. The modern changes the digital computer data
into audio tones Of digital pulses that can be transmitted much as any other sound
is carried on the line. A similar modem at each end of the link converts the tones
back into digital data for use by the other Gomputer. This effectively Gonnects the
two computers such they can communicate as if they were connected, close to
each other, by simple wires.
Several types of intelligent modems are used by this system depending on
the type of communications line being used as deSCribed below. All types are
actually micro~processor based devices that are themselves small computer
systems. Their processing capabilities are specifically designed for communications
tasks, and they take care of many dialing, timing, call sign, and other low level
tasks.
Multicdrop systems uses less intelligent modems that transform RS~232 into
some other media such as audio or RS485. These modems all use a line from the
CPU to control the transmitter of the modem. All devices listen to the line but only
transmit when it is their turn to send a reply. The actual mechanics of the modern
is transparent to the RTU. The unit works the same regardless of the type of
multi~drop modem.

5.2 PHONE MODEMS
Dial~up telephone systems require the use of a Hayes compatible phone
modern connected to the serial port of tho CPU. The modern will be programmed
by the RTU using the standard Hayes "AT" command set, and the modem must
retain these settings after power is removed. This modem type is used to connect
a computer to a phone line. The TEST SCADA systems can use almost any
compatible modem, although some have specific advantages (like 12 VDC
operation) that promote their use in certain applications.

Telephone systems used by the SCADA system can be almost any type that
provides a standard Bell RJ 11 (modular phone) jack. The communications fate is
limited by tho quality and reliability of the channel, although the software is
designed to handlc poor communicationsc Generally speaking, the tclephone line is
the weakest part of most remote SCADA system installations.
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5.3 RADIO MODEMS (PACKET CONTROLLERS)
Many TEST RTU systems use PACKET RADIO CONTROLLERS as the means
of sending digital data over all radio systems. The PRC is a special modem device
that allows connection of the computer to a voice type radio. The unit takes care
of message routing and error checking so that many units can share a common
radio frequency.
Radio systems can be any type that can provide a 3Khz bandwidth for the
modem. FCC limitations may restrict the amount of data transmitted at anyone
time. Radio systems, once installed properly, generally provide less trouble than
phone systems due to the consistency of the equipment and signal levels.

5.4 MULnDROP SYSTEMS
A separate program ROM is available to allow multi·drop operation of several
Type 2200 RTU's on a single communications line. This is typically either a hard
wired link or a simple radio based system. When operating in this mode, the RTU
will monitor all transmissions and respond only to those addressed for its own 10.
Other messages will be ignored. The only exception is messages addressed to
RTUO.
Any message broadcast to RTUO will be executed by all systems.
However, none will send a reply.
Refer to TEST Document 1170 for more information
communications operation for all TEST Inc. SCADA systems.

5.5

on

Multi·Drop

SERIAL PORT CABLES

All communications is from the serial port of the RTU. The 9 pin D Male
connector on the Type 2200 Support board provides a standard PC compatible
serial port connection. The pinout is as follows:
l O C O (not connected)
2
RD
Receive Data into CPU
3
TO
Transmitted Data out of CPU
4
DTR Data Terminal Ready out of CPU
5
SG
Common Signal Ground
6
DSR Data Set Ready (not connected)
7
RTS Request to Send out of CPU
8
CTS Clear to send (not connected)
9
RI
Ring Indicator (not connected)
Pins 4 and 7 are Auxiliary handshake lines used by the CPU to control
modems, radios, and multi·drop drivers. The system will keep these pins active
when online for phone/PRC systems, dropping them only during a modem reset.
In multi·drop systems, the CPU will toggle these lines active when it wants
to transmit. The delay between handshake active and transmit can be set by
Switch 2 on the Type 2200 Support board. Two switch positions on Switch 2
determine which RS·232 pins are connected to the auxiliary control line. Normal
operation will have both RTS and DTR activo by closing positions 7 and 8 on
Switch 2.
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!i ~TYPE 2200

RTU~PEHAIlQN

6.1 POWER ON SEQUENCE
Every time the Type 2200 System is powered it goes through a brief
initialization sequence. This sequence is also executed when the unit is reset,
either by a manual keypress or due to a watchdog timer failure. The computer
starts execution by reading DIP switches SWl and SW2 on the Type 2200 Support
board. This allows the computer to set the baud rate of the serial port.
On a
"cold start" from a non-powered condition, the system will clear all timers and
output values. If the system is being re'started due to a watchdog timer reset, the
status of timers and outputs will be retained and reset quickly. However, there
may be a one second blip on the output lines while the system is being reset.
Also determined from the DIP switches is whether a phone or PRC is used
for communications. II using a phone, the modem is programmed to answer on the
number of rings specified by SW2. If using a PRC or a multi·drop setup, the unit ID
is read from the switches.

6.2 COMMUNICATIONS POWER DOWN SEQUENCE
Unlike the older TEST Type 2000 RTU, the Type 2200 SCADA Node does
routinely turn itself off and on. However, the system does provide automatic
support for communications reset on every BYE and also once per hour of
inactivity. Output point 8 is used to control external modems, cellular phones, and
other devices that may require periodic power cycling for proper operation. The
system will turn point 8 off for two seconds whenever one of the following occurs:
1.

Programmed BYE command is executed.

2.

One minute has passed since last command was processed.

3.

One hour has passed without any commands.

The RTU will stay on line as long as Gommands are processod at least once
per minute. If a minute goes by without a command, tho program goes "offline"
and hangs up the modem with the RTS/DTR line as well as a two second toggle on
Output 8. Normally, the modem andlor phone will be wired to output 8 so that
they will definitely power down and go to a known state at the end of each cali.
Once the unit is off·line, it waits for another command. If none comes in
one hour, the program repeats the power cycle on Output 8. This prevents a
locked up modem or phone from hanging the system indefinitely.

7. 1 RTU PROGRAM INTERFACE
There are two modes in which the RTU program can operate when
processmg c:ommands.
In RTl.! (computer) mode, message numbers and a
checksum are transmitted with each command. In terminal (human) mode, only
the command to process is transmitted to the RTU.
As the RTU receives
c:ommands, they are proc:essed immediately and the results are sent back over the
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communications device to the unit that initiated the command.
The interface is very similar to that of the standard

TEST TYPE 1000 or

1200 RTU, except that only a small subset of the commands are supported. The
commands arc all related
Gommunications link.

to

scanning

data

channols

or

controlling
.

the

7.2 COMMAND LINE FORMAT
Command line formats differ depending on whether the program is in
TERMINAL mode or RTU mode. Normally, RTU mode is never used manually as
the efror checking procodufes are awkward tor a person to use. The computer,
however, handles the problems easily and does the processing necessary in RTU
mode, Upon powering up, the Type 2200 RTll program begins in RTU mode. The
only way to get out of RTU mode and into TERMINAL mode is to enter the 4
character key sequence [CRTL~Al'T [ENTER! iT must be upper case). Note that
the [CRTL·AI is a single keystroke.
Once placed into TERMINAL mode, the
program will operate in that mode until powered down.
Multidrop systems must use a different protocol to access the RTU and
have it process the 'TERMINAL command. The proper address must be sent
ahead of the*TERMINAL code in order for the RTU to recognize it as a message
for that unit. The syntax is similar to the normal protocol except that the "to and
from" header appears after the control~A code. The multi·drop 10 of the RTU
comes first, followed by a slash and the name of the sending unit, followed by
another slash. The sending unit ID is irrelevant when switching to TERMINAL
mode because the multi~drop protocol will be suspended anyway. So, any "From
ID" can be used, For example, an RTU with the ID of 2 would be accessed as
follows:
[CTRT, AJ RTU2! x/*T [ENTER]

The heading RTU2/x/ is processed as a message destined for "RTU2" that is
sent by unit "xu. Obviously the "XU is a dummy 10 that is simply a place holder
that will allow proper processing of the 'TERMINAL command.
Once in TERMINAL mode, commands are simply entered as typed text and
ended with a carriage return (ENTER key). The backspace key can be used to back
over and erase typing mistakes, and the standard DOS cancel (control·C) key can
be used to tenninute an entire line.
In RTU mode, however, the line format is more complicated to allow for the
automatic checking and correction of various communication problems, From the
PC based host, all messages sent to the Type 2200 RTU are numbered. Each
message must be acknowledged by the Type 2200 RTU before file processing at
the host will continue. The Type 2200 examines the sequence number of each
incoming message and ignores any messages that have .!lready been processed
(although it will return a dummy acknowledgement). This is helpful in systems
with poor communications because it prevents out of .. sequence conditions in cases
where the delays inherent in Packet Radio or Satellite communications build up
over time.
When a message is received from the host, tho Type 2200 will either
respond with a message or a simple acknowledgement. in either case, the format
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ot the response is th~l same. To return a simple acknowledgement, the message
returned is "@CCC," followed by a number indicating the result of the message.
Included in either responSe is the number of the message being acknowledged.
All messages sent from the Type 2200 RTU back to the host have the same
format as the messages being sent from the host. As mentioned above, each
message is accompanied by its outgoing sequence number. Transmitted with each
message is also the sequence number of the last incoming message. This is the
number which acknowledges a received message.
The last part of overy message is a checksum which is used to make sure
that the message received by a unit matches the message that was s~nt. The
receiving computer will use the checksum to detect lost or incorrect characters on
the line. If no errors are detected the receiver will acknowledge the message. If an
error is detected, a negative acknowledgement (ASCII NAK) code is returned to the
sender. If the sender receives a NAK, it will send the same line again.
If a host unit does not receive a response (un ACK or a NAK) to a message
within a short period of time after a message is sent, it will resend the message.
This is not the case with the Type 2200 RTU. Although the Type 2200 does
respond to a NAK, it does not require any outgoing messages to be acknowledged.
In fact, when the host returns an ACK to the Type 2200, it is simply ignored.
Since the host is responsible for initiating a call to the Type 2200 RTU and
requesting information from it, it is up to the host to keop asking until it either gets
u proper response or gives up. The Type 2200 RTU does nothing to ensure that
the host hus received what it was sent.
To summarize, when transmitting in RTU mode the oomputers will
automatically format each line with error checking characters. All lines begin with
a special START OF HEADER code, SOH, which is the CONTROL·A (also written
• A). In RTU mode, nothing is processed until the SOH is seen. This is why the
CONTROL·A must be entered when switching from RTU mode to TERMINAL mode
as described above.
Following t.he SOH character is the sequence number of the outgoing
message from the sending unit, A F is used as a separator which is followed by
the sequence number of the message being acknowledged. The text portion of the
command is next which begins with the START OF TEXT (STX) code,
B.
Following the last character of the text message is the line terminator character,
C, followed by the checksum. The maximum length of this entire formatted line
is 250 characters. If the line is too long, the Type 2200 will simply truncate the
line and not be able to process it.
A

A

A

7.3

COMMAND PROCESSING

All command lines begin with a keyword indicating the nature of the
command. All keywords are descriptive of the command purpose. The command
processor is case insensitive, meaning that any combination of upper and lower
case characters can be entered. Some commands are just a simple keyword,
Other commands take the form of a keyword followed by a number of parameters,
The number and form of the parameters is dependent on the nature of the
command. The method lised to "parse" a command line will recognize both a
cornma and a space as a separator between parameters, When prooessing a
command, the type 2200 RTU program only checks the first 2 characters of the
keyword.
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In normal operation, the PC based host computer will contain a link file with
all of the commands necessary to perform a download from the Type 2200 RTU.
With other TEST Inc. RTU/SCADA systems, the RTU system usually contains a
The
DOWNLOAD.RTU tile which gets read when a host system calls it up.
download file contains the commands that get processed to perform the download.
The Type 2200, however, does not contain a download file. Therefore, the host
computer must have another way to process a file to perform the download. This
is where the link file on the host is used.
When a link at the host is activated and a connection is made with an RTU,
the host computer will look for and execute a LfNKx.RTU file if it is found. The x
in the file narne is replaced by the link number. This means that there should be a
separate LfNKx.RTU file on the host computer for each Type 2200 RTl) it must
call. The link file contains the commands necessary to download information from
the RTl).
Normally a SCAN command is used to request a range of data values from
an RTU. However, the SCAN command returns values for the unit processing the
command. In the situation of the Type 2200, the host computer is processing the
commands in the link file. Since we are interested in downloading a range of data
values from the remote RTU rather than receiving a range of data values from the
host, we must use a BLOCK SCAN command. The BLOCK command is used to
transmit the rest of the line to the other unit for processing. Therefore, using a
BLOCK SCAN comilland will cause the Host to send the line to the RTl) which will
process the SCAN command and return a range 01 data vellues.
In the host link file the BLOCK command is not used only for SCAN
commands. The BLOCK command is used before any command that is to be
If the BLOCK command is not used the
processed by the Type 2200 RTU.
commands will be processed locally by the host computer. An example of a typical
lINKx.RTU file used to download values from a Type 2200 RTU might look like
this:
BLOCK SCAN S:;,;S16 Rtf

Set. tir:'.c.r cha.n 1 at' R'rU for 30 Sccolldr:;
Scan sLatu!3 Cb,':H18 a~ld cloar time/daLe

BLOCK SCAN iU: A8 R

Scan analog channels

BLOCK BYE

Force RTU to proces8 BYE command

BYE

Process BYE command at host

BLOCK CA1'A Tc E 30

7.4

COMMAND LINE COMMENTS

When creating a file on the host PC that will be used to download
information from the Type 2200, the semicolon I;) character is used as a commenl
character. When transmitting a command line, everything on the line following a
semicolon is ignored. This allows for non~effective comments to be placed in
command files.
This is good programming practice that assists in future
modification of the various program files because descriptive comments help
explain the purpose of program lines.
~.....

COMMAND SUMMARY

This section provides a detailed description all commands supported by the
Type 2200 RTU/SCADA system. Only the first 2 letters of any command are
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significant.
Sinco all of these commands will be generated from the host
computer, the keyword BLOCK must precede all of these commands in order to
have the Type 2200 RTU process the commands. The BLOCK command is used to
transmit the rast of a line from the host unit to the RTU for processing.

BYE.

Terrlllrl!!.tt;L!h~ RTU communications session.

The proper way to terminate an RTU session is with the BYE command.
Although the Type 2200 RTU program will time out after 45 seconds of inactivity,
using the BYE command will provide an immediate shutdown of the session. When
the BYE is processed the RTU will first send an ACK back to the host unit so that
the host computer can continue file processing. The RTU will then disconnect from
the communications line and a flag will be set to power down. If no timers are
currently active the RTU will be powered down. If any timers are active, the
system will not be powered down until the last timer has reached O.
Example:

BLOCK BYE
HYl:;

j
[orc{"! R'I'U to diBconnect and power dO\<iJl
; process BYE command at host

When calibrating an analog channel, it is often desirable to have a quickresponse display to assist in the adjustments. The CAL command provides a rapid
display of a single channel. Normally, analog inputs are used although any channel
type can be specified. This command is only used with the RTU is in local
TERMINAL mode, and the output is normally viewed with a PC operating i1
communications program such as PROCOMM.
The parameters on the line include the required channel identifier and an
optional wait count. The wait count is used to control how long the program will
wait between displays. If none is specified a value of 50 is used which provides a
display that is updated about once per second. Wait counts can range from 0 to

655.
Examples:

CAL Al
CAL 1\1 10

; accept default: update rato
;

ve1'Y fast.:. dispJ ay

When an RTU is uploading channel data to a host computer, it sends each
line of information in the form of a DATA line. Each line indicates a range of
channels followed by the appropriate datu points. The SCAN command requests
datu for a range of channels, and the DATA command represents a response with
that range. The values are listed one after another on the line in ascending channel
order.
DATA commands are also used in command files at the host to allow
channels at the RTU to be set to specific values. This is how Outputs, Timers, and
Counters are set at the RTU. A parameter must be given in the DATA command
which specifies the format of the setting values.
For Timer channels, the
parameter must be an "E" indicating that the setting values are in engineering
units. For Counter channels, the parameter must be an nRn indicating that the set
values are raw units rather than processed engineering units. For Output channels,
the parameter can be either an "E" or an nRn.
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When the DATA command is used to set Timers and Countms a single
integer must be specified for each channel in the range. This is also the case when
setting Output channels using the "E" option for engineering units. However,
when the DATA command is used to sot Output channals in raw units, a single
integer is used to set 8 channels. Each integer represents the decimal equivalent of
8 bit values which are used to turn 8 output channels on or off.
Multiple channel types can be presont in the same DATA line. Each group
(except the first) begins with the forward slash (I) character.
This multiple
grouping allows for faster transfers in half·duplex radio systems where transmission
overhead is a significant portion of the download time. Combining channel types
cuts down the number of transmissions required to complete a download.
An RTU name can be specified in "dot" notation for the first channel range in
DATA command. This RTU nl1me will simply be ignored by the Type :2200.
However, specifying an RTU name may be helpful when using the SCAN
command. See the explanation of the SCAN command for more details.
11

Examples:

Bet timer 1 for 30 Heconds

DATA Tl E 30
DATA Ol:OH E J. 1 1 1 0 0 0 0

Turn 011

DA'fA 01: 08 H 15

Turn on ontputn: 1.-4

DATA HTUL 01 : OB R J. S

Same as, abuve f

1-- 4

out~put.$

HTU

naml;:~

iH

RESYNC~B.~!?!l.H!!Q.Qmi~qDg. outgoing block coY.nters.

When the program is operation in RTU mode (computer to computer
operations)' the command lines are automatically formatted to allow for
communication error checking.
As part of tho error checking system, each
message sent to another unit is numbered. Each message received from another
unit is also numbered. if the sequence number of an incoming Inessage has
already been processed then the duplicated message will be ignomd. This type of
error checking is useful because it prevents messages from gettlllg out-of-sequence
due to poor communications.
In situations of continuous communication the counters for these incoming
and outgoing messages may exceed their limits. If this happens, the counters will
roll over and start counting again from O. This will cause the next messnge that is
transmitted to have a sequence number less than the previous message.
Subsequently, the message will be ignored. To keep this undesirable situation from
occurring the RESYNC command can be used.
The RESYNC command is used to reset the incoming and outgoing block
counters. In order for the counters on both units to be reset and stay synchronized
the RESYNC command must be used in two steps. First process a BLOCK R::::SYNC
command to reset the message counters at the RTU. Then process a RgSYNC
command that will reset the message counters all the host unit.
Example:

BLOCK RESYNC

i

RESY"1.\TC

i

J:'(,;Gf-:'t block countexH at R'l'U
rep,:et_ bl(Jck connt":i21:B at host.

NOTE: Most TEST SCADA System Software installations support auto-resyn
operation that eliminates the need to send an explicit RESYNC command to the
Type 2200 RTU. The RTU will ignore old messages unless the message is number
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1 which indicates the start of a new command sequence. Therefore, the host
system can execute the RESYNC locally to restart its own message counter and
continue sending commands to the RTU. The RTU will sense the resync because
the next message will be number 1. This capability eliminates the need to send a
RESYNC and also execute one locally at the host.

SCAN.~.8elJ"Le.litJtIl:Ing~J!Lliata_valuf1.\'Lf!Q..0l!b!U.~TU.
The SCAN command is used to request a range of channel values from an
RTU. Tho result of the request is a DATA command returned by the RTU. The
resulting DATA command returns tho same range of channels along with their
current values.
Along with the requested channel range, the SCAN command uses one of
two possible code letters to indicate the format and content of the data to be
scannod. Those code letters go on the SCAN command line just after the channel
range specification and are returned in the reSUlting DATA line that the SCAN
command generates. The two code letters are HE" and "R". The following table
shows which options are available for which channel types. An "x" indicates that
the option for that column is available for the channel type of that row.
CHANNEL TYPE

Status

CODES

E
x

R
x

~~~

Outputs

x

Timers

x

)(

Analogs

X

Analog Out

X
•

The code letter "R" is used to request raw (i.e. direct I/O) data and the code
letter n
is used to request processed (engineering unit) data from the RTU. A
SCAN of Analog and Counter channels will generate raw DATA lines that contain
an number for each chanm"1 scanned. A SCAN of Timer channels will generate the
same type of line except that the values returned will be in engineering units rathm
than raw. The scanning of Status or Output channels works differently depending
on whether the SCAN is done for engineering units or raw data.
Scanning Status or Output channels for engineering units will generate a
typical DATA line that contains an integer for each channel scanned. Howevtlf,
scanning Status or Output channels for raw unit data will generate a DATA lino
where each number represents the on«off status of 8 channels. This packed format
allows each bit of a number to represent the status of a single channel. For Status
and Output channels, if a code letter is not specified in the SCAN command or if
the code letter is invalid, the data returned will be in raw format.
For example, the command SCAN 8J ,,33;; 1I will cause the system to respond
with DATA 51 832 R ABC D whem ABC and 0 will be the decimal equivalents of
8 bit values. Status channels 1·8 will be set from bits 1-8 of A, channels 9·16 will
be set from bits 1·8 of B, and so £In. Using the Raw mode allows for faster data
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transfers than the engineering mode.
Although there are only two codes available that will be recognized by the
Type 2200 RTU, other codes can be included in the SCAN command along with
these codes. If other codes are included, thoy cannot precede the required valid
code. They must immediately follow the required code letter and not be separated
by any blanks or commas. All codes will be received by the RTU in the form of tho
SCAN command and be returned to the host computer in the resulting DATA
eommand. The @ and # characters are two codes that you might want to consider
doing this with.
Although @ and # aro ignored by the Typo 2200 RTU, thoy have significant
effects on tho host system that processes the resulting DATA Ii 110. Including the #
in the first SCAN line of the download tile will cause the system processin(J the
DATA line (host system) to clear out its update time and date.
This allows
transfers that are terminated abnormally to be indicated by a blank time and date
for that RTU. Including tho @ in the last SCAN line of the download file will cause
the host system to update its time and date for that RTU.
Data for rnultiplo channel types can be transferred with a single SCAN
command. To set up multiple requests, simply enter the additional ones on the line
after the first one. The SCAN command is not repeated, but each channel range
and unit type code letter must be present for each group. Also, each group (except
the first) begins with the forward slash (I) character. This multiple grouping allows
for fastor transfers in half-duplex radio systems where transmission overhoad is a
significant portion of the download time. Combining channel types cuts down the
number of transmissions required to complete a download.
For example, the following could be used on a small RTU to transfer all
points in one command:
'sClLf {

81. :88 R. 01:08 R ltl:A6 R

Note that this SCAN command requests data for 3 types of channels in a
single line. The response might look like this:
DATA 51 :88 1 R, 12 1 /01 :OB, R, 2, /Al:A6 1 R, 12.3,·1.33,245.0,

Of

12.45 1 22" 6'j

Multiple scans must be set up so that the resulting line will not exceed 200
characters. This is the maximum line size allowed in all transmissions. 111 noisy
radio environments, shorter lines may produce better overall results due to the
difficulty in sending long transmissions.
An RTU name can be specified in "dot" notation for the first channel range in
a SCAN command. This RTU name will simply be ignored by the Type 2200 but
included in the resulting DATA line. This can be useful in situations where the host
computer must poll more than one RTU. By including the RTU name in the
resulting DATA line, the host computer will know which RTU to assign the new
channel values to. Otherwise, the host computer will assign the incoming channel
values to the currently selected RTU. Chancel; are the RTU to get updated will not
be the correct RTU_
SCA,'I HI: SO R
SCAN 51:58 E 0,:,;07 R Al:A6 R
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This is a very special command because it is immune from the normal error
checking requircments that are in effect when the program is in RTU mode. This
command is to be used manually rather than being processed from within a
command file. After the command is entered, beginning with the start character
'A (control· A), tho program will drop into terminal mode, This allows entry of
commands without the checksum requirements normally associated with RTLJ data
transfers.
Example:

"A 1< Tli:kM IN.i\L

This will display the program version date as well as the current settings at

SWl and SW2 on the TEST Inc. 2200 Control board.

End of TYPE 2200 Document

~~--""'~----

AMZlnt RTU2200.DOC
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Type 2200 RTU - SCADA NODE
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switch 2
fL_:L~~

5

"

3

2

a

1

~ }~.. Answe: Ring-a

4

:

;

r
Key Up Delay

3

}~

Switch 1
7

3
4
5

6

5

4

3 .. 2

1

}
.

J. ON

RTU 10

STANDARD
VERSION

Not Used
6 - off -

7 - Jlux to RTS

1 off

ON

-

MULTIDROP

Phone

YEBSION
Oi""ble Alert

PRe

Enable Alert

8 - Au" to DTR

BAUD RATE

7 - off
8 - off

ON

off

off

ON

I
.
1200

..I

=

2400

ON .
ON .I··Baud Rate

..I

4800

..i
9600

The RTU lD and Key Up Delay are set in binary as shown

1 - off
2 - off
3 - off

off

off
ON

off

off

off

off

5 - off

4 -

I
~

VJlLUE

~

0

ON

ON

off

ON

off

ON

ON

off

ON
off
off

ON
ON

off

off

off

I
•

I
•

I

1

2

"

3

off
off

I
"4

ON

I
"
31

below:
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-
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off
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2400

"

T

4800
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The RTU XD and Key Up Delay are set in binary as shown below,
1
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3
4
5

-

-
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off

ON

off

off

ON

off

off
off

off
off

off
off

off

ON
ON
off

oft
off.
ON
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off

off
off
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ON
ON
ON
ON

I
T
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~
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1
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